Depression & Diabetes: Expert Advice

p. 19

+ A1C Challenges • 30 Minutes a Day to Weight Loss • The Scoop on Fad Diets
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overview
HealthCentral Guides provide education,
tools and resources to prepare patients to
have a more meaningful and productive
patient-physician discussion

No Apologies: Trevis Gleason on SPMS

p. 12

+ New SPMS Meds • 3 Brain-Boosters • Motivating (and Fun!) Podcasts

Multiple
Sclerosis
SECONDARY-PROGRESSIVE

 ondition-specific editorial content is aligned with sponsor’s goals, sourced
C
from leading medical journals and written by Remedy Health Media’s
award-winning editors

Expert Q&A:

SPMS,
Emotions,
and You
p. 14

 argeted distribution to high-value physician office waiting
T
rooms with zero waste (list match available)
 ccess to a network of 500,000+ physician offices
A
nationwide addressing key health conditions

MY STORY
MS_MAYZENT_COVER_.indd 1

Category exclusivity

Third party ROI guarantee available*
F eatures Live Bold, Live Now
real patient stories

TM

Receiving the right care and monitoring your symptoms can make a world of difference when managing
your multiple sclerosis and quality of life. Take an active role in your care, ask your healthcare provider
questions, and bring along your caregiver for support. Advocating for yourself is key! Complete the
guide below to further your understanding of treatments, symptoms, and attaining a partnership with
your doctor.

On a scale of 1 to 5, since my last visit my symptoms have:

This is how I would best
describe my symptoms:

(circle on scale below)
Improved
1

empowering and emotional

Working fulltime as a
Lutheran pastor,
38-year-old
Naomi Sease
Carriker sets
boundaries,
practices selfcare, and lives
one day at a time.

 stablishes brand credibility via implied endorsement by
.E
the patient’s trusted physicians

12

N

4

5

Symptom:

which lasted for

days

(Check all that apply)

Symptom:

which lasted for

days

Symptom:

which lasted for

days

Trouble seeing
Eye pain
Difficulty swallowing
Muscle weakness
Stiffness

I’m having difficulty with the following:

Mysterious Symptoms

The images weren’t conclusive. “They
only looked at my brain,” Carriker
says. “I found out later that most of
my lesions are on my spine.” At that
point, the neurologist told her that
they’d need to keep an eye on what
was going on and that she should
have a follow-up MRI in six months.
In the meantime, though, Carriker
started to feel even worse. She experienced a tight pressure around her
chest, tingling in her spine when she
looked down, and numbness in her
legs. She began using a cane to avoid
falling.
But by the time Carriker returned
to the neurology practice in December, her symptoms had waned. The
doctor chalked up her complaints to
stress and depression. Carriker left
the doctor’s office that day with a
prescription for an antidepressant.

Gotten Worse

3

Light sensitivity

Living With MS
aomi Sease Carriker’s first
year of marriage should have
been a time of joy. Instead,
the Lutheran pastor in Stallings, North
Carolina, spent that period navigating
an array of bewildering and frightening symptoms.
In May 2005, Carriker’s left leg
gave out while she was en route to her
honeymoon in New York City. A few
months later, she experienced weakness and spasticity, and her leg muscles began to show signs of atrophy.
In October of that year, Carriker
saw a neurologist. While the blood
work and other tests came back normal, she was soon having numbness
in her arms, tingling in her hands, and
a bad case of vertigo that sent her
back to the doctor. “It was the first
time I’d ever experienced that, and
it lasted for three weeks,” she says.
“That’s when I asked for an MRI.”

Stayed About the Same
2

Since my last visit, I have experienced the following symptoms:

(e.g., daily activities, sexual health, cognitive function, etc.)

Spasms
Balance and coordination
difficulties
Trouble concentrating

What options are available to treat my symptoms, and what
are the potential side effects?

Memory deterioration
Difficulty sleeping
Slurred speech
Fatigue
Urinary and/or bowel issues

Are there any tests I need to have while undergoing treatment?

Sexual difficulties
Pain
Tremors (shaking)
Depression

LIZ BAKER

 rogram verification audit through AAM, an
P
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Doctor Discussion Guide:

RELAPSING
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

Sources: NIH.gov; National MS Society; mscare.org

HealthCentral.com/msguide
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S elf-selected by patients actively looking for health
information about their condition
 rint and Digital Synergy: Exclusive Patient Support Center
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Doctor Discussion
Guide encourages
patients to open up
a dialogue with
their prescribing
physician and
increases scripts

Program Verification Audit
Remedy Health Media has partnered with Alliance for Audited Media (AAM) to implement independent, third-party
verification of our point-of-care HealthCentral Guides. As part of our commitment to advertisers, we provide AAM
with complete production and distribution documentation in accordance with AAM’s policies and current point-ofcare industry standards. Through program audits, Remedy provides advertisers with the
assurance that the planning and assessment of point-of-care media programs are done
with greater confidence, heightened efficiency and full disclosure of campaign claims.

*Crossix, IQVIA, Symphony
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program extensions
Showcase your brand’s commitment to patient
education with additional program components
to increase engagement and reach
Placement of call to action on display rack
Spanish language translation

Placement of call to
action on display rack

Overruns for Sales Force use
Opportunity for integration with a sponsored Live Bold,
Live NowTM multimedia digital program on HealthCenral

Live Bold, Live Now at Point-of-Care
in HealthCentral Print Guide

Spanish Language
Translation Available
Cómo encaminar su vida a prueba de dolor p. 10
+ Renovaciones fáciles del menú / Domine sus desencadenantes / Calmantes simples para el estrés

¡Gane una
tarjeta de
regalo!

Angina
de pecho

Más información
en la página 3

Una Guía de Remedy Health

¡A mover el cuerpo!

CONSEJOS
DE LOS
EXPERTOS
PARA ESTAR
SANO Y
ACTIVO

¡Su GUÍA
GRATUITA DE
DISCUSIÓN CON
EL MÉDICO!
Consulte
página 4A

9

Maneras de disminuir
los riesgos de ataques
cardíacos

Live Bold, Live Now Digital
Sponsorship on HealthCentral.com
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impact of the waiting room
Patients Prepare for Their Doctor Visit
While in Their Doctor’s Waiting Room

Average
Wait Time

At POC:

Average Time
With the Doctor

47%

of total adults value
POC advertising in
doctors’ offices very
much or somewhat

MAJORITY OF PATIENTS SEARCH
FOR INFORMATION PERTAINING
TO THEIR APPOINTMENT

82%

felt better
prepared for
their visit

78%

felt more
confident during
their visit

Sources: mHealthWatch and Kantar Media Healthcare Research

62%

of total adults are
more likely than
the average adult to
have switched to a
different drug brand

GUIDE

poc advertising works
Point-of-Care Advertising Leads to Better Patient/Physician Conversations
Patients exposed to ads at POC, trust their HCPs and are more willing to have conversations regarding
treatment options
Point-of-Care provides big targeted reach and frequency with zero waste
Ads at Point-of-Care make patients more knowledgeable and move patients to action
 dvertising creates conversation, which in turn generates deeper relationships between physicians
A
and patients which leads to a more compliant patient
 agazines deliver the highest return on advertising spend - an average return of $3.94 for every
M
dollar spent*

Point-of-Care Delivers Impactful Information in the HCP Offices

Almost

12
in

adults indicate they have
seen healthcare advertising
in a doctor’s office or
pharmacy in the past year

Nearly

Point-of-Care
Advertising

42%

Better Physician/Patient
Relationship and
Conversations

agree
(Index 114)

“I am willing to ask my doctor for a
prescription medication or drug sample
that I have seen or heard advertised”

More Compliant
Patient

50%

agree

7 10
out
of

adults value information
that’s in the HCP’s office

Member

(Index 122)

“I often discuss new prescription
medicines with my doctor”

Source: MARS Consumer Health Doublebase Study; *Nielsen Catalina Solutions Study

Advocating for the
effective use of point
of care channel to
advance health and
healthcare outcomes.
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history of ROI delivery &
renewals with key partners
Jimmy Carter’s Inspiring Recovery page 7
+ Find Support / Manage Side Effects / Eat Well & Stay Active

Win a
$100
Gift Card!
Details on
page 3

Melanoma
A Remedy Health Guide

Advanced

7

MERCK

Breakthroughs in Treatment page 6
+ Manage Side Effects / Find Support / Learn About Clinical Trials

Lung Cancer
A Remedy Health Guide

Advanced

5

programs

Allergy Tests: The Info You Need Now pg. 8
+ Top Treatment Tips / Make Your Home a Haven / Know Your Triggers

Allergies
A Remedy Health Guide

7

Key
Questions
to Ask
Your
Doctor

5

Tips for
Caregivers
Corinna: ‘Build your support team.’

p. 3

+ Aging Well With Diabetes • Skin Care Tips • Q&A With an Expert

Think Positive!

Diabetes
TYPE 2

Stay Strong!

THE LATEST TREATMENT
BREAKTHROUGHS

EXPERT TIPS ON
EATING WELL &
STAYING ACTIVE

MELANOMA_COVER_SELECT!.indd 1

Steve: 'My wife is my rock.'

p. 12

KEY
QUESTIONS
TO ASK
YOUR
DOCTOR

5/26/16 2:33 PM

Feel Your Best!

+ The Latest Treatments • Q&A With an Oncologist • Eating Well

Bladder
Cancer

From Stage IV to Remission

ADVANCED

Have a
Sneeze-Free
Season

+ Research News • Survivor Stories • Expert Tips • Cannabis for Cancer?

LUNG_COVER_REV2.indd 1

What You Should
Know About
The 5 Stages
Of Bladder
Cancer p. 5

p. 12

Kidney
Cancer
ADVANCED

5/20/16 5:47 PM
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Insomnia
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Combination
Therapies Take
Center Stage p. 4

p. 16
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5

years of
renewals

(1 Spanish)

Questions
A Prof's Slumber Tips: Yoga and Catsfor
p. 12
Your
+ Q&A With an Expert ▸ Lincoln's Sleep Habits ▸ Can We Talk?
Doc p. 15

3 Ways to
Meditate
Yourself to
Sleep

GILEAD:
2 PROGRAMS

6/8/18 11:03 AM

Live Without Pain p. 10
KC-COVER_REAL.indd 1

7/10/19 10:06 AM

+ Manage Your Meds / Make Over Your Menu / Stay Motivated / Take Action

Angina
A Remedy Health Guide

Get Heart Healthy!

Top Treatment Options page 12
+ Tame Your Triggers / Find Support

A Remedy Health Guide

Feel Your Best!

HOW TO
STAY ACTIVE
AND LIVE
PAIN-FREE

Top Treatment Options page 14

+ Soothe Stress / Find Support / Keep a Symptom Diary / Stay Active & Live Pain-Free

Chronic
Migraine

Open Letter to Folks With Migraine

Your Free
DOCTOR
DISCUSSION
GUIDE!
See page 4A

ALLERGAN

p. 3

+ Migraine & Pregnancy • Treatment Updates • Doctor Visit Preview

Chronic
5Migraine

Key Questions
to Ask Your
Lights, Doctor
Camera,
Action!
An Actress
With
Migraine

5/4/16 1:47 PM

p. 18

A Migraineur’s Advice: Pace Yourself
+ Tips for Migraine at Work

p. 3

4

• Q&A With a Specialist • A Busy Mom’s Story

Chronic
5Migraine
Key Questions
to Ask Your
Doctor

MIG_COVER.indd 1

4/4/17 10:46 AM

Talking
to Your
Family
About
Migraine
p. 20

MIGRAINE_REFRESH-COVER_SKETCH_SEL.indd 1

4/23/19 4:59 PM

A Remedy Health Guide

A STORY THAT
INSPIRES page 16

MIG_COVER_SELECT.indd 1

INSOM_COVER_SELECT.indd 1

Latest Treatment Options page 12

EXPERT TIPS
ON EATING
RIGHT &
STAYING
ACTIVE

/ Keep a Symptom Diary

Chronic
Migraine

+ Find Support / Mind Your Mood / Know Your Rights
A Remedy Health Guide
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Ways to
Help Your
Doctor
Help You
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Self-Care
Strategies
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Be Prepared!
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Serene Branson’s ‘Viral’ Migraine

p. 18

+ News You Can Use • Q&A With a Neurologist • How to Ease Into Apps

Migraine

8 Ways to Prepare for an MRI page 11

+ Know Your Treatment Options / Fend Off Flares / Get Online Support

Multiple
Sclerosis
A Remedy Health Guide

Relapsing

5

Loving Help

WHEN YOUR
SPOUSE
IS YOUR
CAREGIVER

Winter
Weather
Tips

Naomi: 'Finally, I had answers.'

p. 12

+ MS Myths & Facts • 6 Caregiver Tips • Navigating Treatment Options

Multiple
Sclerosis
RELAPSING

p. 16

p. 12

+ Brain-Fog Science • MS Clinical Trials • Treatment Types & Choices

Multiple
Sclerosis
RELAPSING

BIOGEN
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Triggers and
How to Beat
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5 Ways
to Fight
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Meredith’s Game-Changing Moment
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content
Provides Relevant Context for Your Message
HealthCentral Guides are designed to stimulate a more productive conversation between a patient and their
physician. Original condition-specific content is reviewed by a Medical Advisory Board and presented in an
easy-to-read and understand format.

Featured content* aligns with sponsor’s goals and target audience
Condition Overview

Caregiver Support

Prepping for the Office Visit

Live Bold, Live NowTM Real Patient Inspirational Stories

Doctor Discussion Guide

Profiles of Notable Individuals

Expert Q&A

Medical Illustrations

Treatment & Solutions

Infographics

Condition Management (worksheets, trackers, journals, etc.)

Print and Digital Integration: Print publication
drives to digital Patient Support Center on
HealthCentral.com for additional engagement

Healthy Living Tips & Advice

Expert Condition Content
OVERVIEW

Doctor Discussion Guide

Doctor Discussion Guide:

PARKINSON’S DISEASE
WITH DYSKINESIA

Knowing which symptoms
to expect and taking an
active role in your own care
can greatly improve your
quality of life.

Is Dyskinesia impacting your life?
Parkinson’s disease–related dyskinesia consists of jerky, unintentional, and uncontrollable movements.
These symptoms can occur throughout your body or specifically affect your head, face, neck, torso, arms
or legs. Dyskinesia has been associated with the Parkinson’s disease medication levodopa. Dyskinesia
can worsen due to stress, a change in your medication dosage, or the decreasing effectiveness of your
medication. To better understand how dyskinesia may be affecting your quality of life, you will need to
share symptom information with your doctor. Bring a friend or loved one to your appointment so they
can help you communicate with your doctor. With these tools, you will be able to have a more productive
conversation with your doctor, which will help him/her determine the right treatment options for you.

I am experiencing symptoms—
that is, unintended, uncontrolled
movements—in the following
areas of my body:

Parkinson’s 101
percent
of people
diagnosed
with
Parkinson’s
are over
age 50

4

Some Examples

“Life expectancy for people with
Parkinson’s is only a few years
shorter than average—and that gap
is closing,” says Victor Sung, M.D., a
neurologist at the University of Alabama at Birmingham Medical Center.
“When we aggressively address all
the symptoms, patients experience a
great increase in quality of life.”

Actor Michael J. Fox founded
the Michael J. Fox Foundation for
Parkinson’s Research soon after disclosing his diagnosis in 1998. Thanks
to successful drug therapy, Fox was
able to return to full-time acting in
2012 and has written several books,
including the memoirs Lucky Man
and Always Looking Up.
Sasha Meret, an artist who was
diagnosed with Parkinson’s in 2003,
at age 47, agrees that you can live
well with Parkinson’s. He does not
even think of it as a disease but more
as a condition to be managed. “I treat
it as just a discomfort, a condition
that forces me to take more control
over my life so I can function,” he told
researchers at New York University
Langone Medical Center.
Parkinson’s results when the brain
fails to produce the right amount of

HEAD
FACE

This is how I would best describe my symptoms:
(Check all that apply)
Fidgety

Rocking back and forth

Head bobbing

Jerky

Involuntary

Twisting

Writhing

Sudden

Uncontrolled

NECK
ARMS

On a scale of 1 to 5, since my last visit my symptoms have:
(Circle on scale below)

TORSO

LEGS

Improved
1

Stayed About the Same
2

3

Gotten Worse
4

5

I experience symptoms of dyskinesia _____ times
per day/week. These are the symptoms I have
most frequently:

ISTOCK

9
6

P

arkinson’s disease is a brain
and movement disorder
that affects about a million
people in the United States. It’s a
progressive disease, but that does
not mean that once you’ve been
diagnosed with Parkinson’s it’s all
downhill from there. Thanks to modern treatments, most people with
Parkinson’s function quite well for
many years.

ENTIRE BODY

HealthCentral Guide

PD_OVERVIEW.indd 4

3/9/18 12:08 PM

Personal Stories
*may include dependent on condition

Opportunity to Drive
to Online Sponsored
Content

GUIDE

print & digital integration
Exclusive Digital Patient Support Center
Drive targeted and primed patients to engage with additional content designed to help patients
have a more meaningful and productive doctor visit
 ith a HealthCentral Guide program sponsor receives—at no extra cost—a Patient Support Center
W
on Remedy’s flagship website HealthCentral.com. Remedy’s network reaches over 44 million unique
visitors monthly
Patient Support Center features HealthCentral Guide content and Doctor Visit Prep Tools:
Doctor Discussion Guide
Interactive Tools: quizzes, assessments, slideshows, etc.
Opportunity to include: Brand Coupons/Native Content*
Digital content focuses on further prepping patients to have a more productive dialogue with
their physician and provides steps to take after their visit

View sample at healthcentral.com/bladdercancerguide
Finding Romance After Cancer

Personal Stories
From real patients sharing how they
are thriving with their condition to
motivate others to take action

p. 12

+ Bladder Cancer Stages • Q&A With a Top Oncologist • The Smoking Link

Bladder
Cancer
ADVANCED

7

Magazine Download
Digital version of the printed guide
for patients to keep as reference

Healthy
Eating Tips
for Bladder
Cancer p. 9

Doctor Visit Prep Toolbox
Features tools, trackers, advice and
journals to help patients prepare for
their next appointment and have
a more effective and productive
doctor-patient dialogue
BC_COVER REAL.indd 1

Doctor Discussion Guide:

ADVANCED
BLADDER CANCER

8/28/19 10:32 AM

Bladder cancer ranks sixth on the list of most common cancers in the United States. Advanced or metastatic
bladder cancer differs from earlier stages due to its spread beyond the bladder into other organs and lymph
nodes. People diagnosed with advanced stages often work with teams of healthcare professionals including
primary care doctors, oncologists, urologists and radiologists. To better understand the progression of your
cancer and best evaluate treatment options, you will need to share symptom information with your doctor.
Bring a loved one to your appointment so they can help you communicate.

MANAGING STRESS
AND TRACKING MOOD

STAYING SOCIAL
WITH CANCER

Complete this doctor discussion guide to help you have a more productive conversation with your
doctor and succeed in planning for the future.

What are the different types and stages of bladder cancer?

We should all try to avoid stress in our lives, but it’s particularly important
when you have advanced bladder cancer. Stress can cause your symptoms to
worsen and negatively affect your mood, heightening your anxiety level and
possibly leading to depression.

If you’ve been diagnosed with cancer, you may find that the challenges of your condition make it
difficult to maintain close relationships with friends and family members. But it’s critical to stay
in touch with people who are honest, empathetic, and open with you—and with whom you can
express yourself freely. The intimacy and trust you share with friends and family will go a long
way in helping you through the treatment process. Here are a few tips that will help you keep
At present, I am experiencing the following symptoms:
your relationships open and positive.
(Check all that apply)
frequent urination

Sample Online Tools

WITH YOUR PARTNER
OR SPOUSE:

WITH YOUR YOUNG
CHILDREN:

Redefine intimacy: It doesn’t
have to mean sex. Hold hands,
spend time together, and be
affectionate with each other.

Speak the truth: Don’t sugarcoat
your cancer diagnosis. Explain how
you’re feeling so they can empathize
and understand. Prepare them by
telling them about your prognosis
and your treatment.

Seek out couples who have
been through cancer together:
Reach out via web forums or
support groups. Ask them
about what went right, and
learn from their experience.
Take a breath: Cancer may put
a strain on your relationship.
When you’re feeling anger,
sadness, or tension, give
yourself a moment to regroup.

Spend time with them: Pursue activities
that involve the whole family, and
adjust them to your optimal activity
level — whether it’s reading, watching
TV, or going on walks together.
Seek professional help: You may
find that a therapist can help you
communicate more effectively with
your kids, especially when the therapist
has experience working with people
who have cancer. By addressing your
own fears and expectations, you’ll
show your children how to do the same.

WITH FRIENDS:

blood in urine

Tracking your mood, and making lifestyle changes based on patterns you
find, can help you adopt effective stress-reduction strategies. If you like, you

pain or burning while urinating

can
also share
your
difficulty urinating when my
bladder
feels
fullfindings with your doctor and caregiver.
loss of appetite

unintentional weightless

shortness of breath

fatigue

extreme fatigue

bone pain

Keep communication open and
honest: Not every day will be positive.
Don’t pretend to feel better or be
happier than you really are.
Keep the conversation in your court:
You can talk about cancer when you
want to. Should you want to keep
the conversation cancer-free, let your
friends know. You are in charge here.
Make new friends: Join a cancer
support group where you’ll meet
others facing the disease. You may
find that you can bond over shared
cancer experiences.

You can do so in a journal or by using a mobile app or a text message-based
system (like HealthCentral’s Mood 24/7). Or, maybe you’re more inclined to
blog as a way of reflecting on your physical and emotional state.

bladder pain

Don’t be afraid to accept help:
If friends offer to take you to doctors’
Since my last appointment, my symptoms have:
appointments, cook meals, or clean(Circle on scale below)
the house, let them! Reach out to
Improved
About the Same
those close to you for assistance
1
2
3
when you need it.

MANAGING STRESS
AND MOOD

Tracking your stress triggers and moods every day is one way to take control
and make positive changes.

STRESS RELIEVERS AND MOOD BOOSTERS
Not all mood-boosting or stress-relief strategies are helpful for everyone.
But some of the tips below could help improve your day-to-day quality of
life. Give them a try, and track your progress in a journal.
• Express your feelings, as opposed
to suppressing them.
• Prioritize positivity in your daily life.

• Spend time with a friend.

5
• Avoid
self-blame.

• Play with a friend’s pet.

• Don’t sugarcoat it. When you’re not
feeling upbeat, don’t pretend to be.

• Go on short walks.

Gotten Worse
4

• Seek out hobbies, activities, or
new experiences. You might:

• Discuss your condition when
you want to. It’s your choice
when and where to discuss your
bladder cancer.
• Reassert control over the elements
of your life you’re able to, such as
your outlook.
• Do, watch, or listen to something
that will make you laugh.

• Join a book or movie group.
• Listen to podcasts.
• Do small art projects.
• Try acupuncture or
massage therapy.
• Meditate or pray.
• Try aromatherapy.

With advanced bladder cancer,
if you’re subjected to extra stress,
you may experience some of
the following:
Increased inflammation in the
gastrointestinal tract, leaving
you more susceptible to infection
Worsening symptoms
Depression (feelings of
hopelessness, being overwhelmed, and not in control)
Denial or guilt
Anger, fear, worry, and distress
Loneliness
A desire to push others away
to protect them
Obsessive fixation on
small details
If you have any symptoms of
depression or anxiety, speak
to your doctor about possible
treatment options. You may also
want to seek out support groups,
either through online bladder cancer
communities or in-person groups.

Sources: Cancer.gov; Cancer Treatment Centers of America; Mayo Clinic; NIH.gov

This information should not be construed as medical advice or advice on individual health matters, which should be obtained directly from a healthcare
professional. Copyright © 2018 by Remedy Health Media, LLC. All rights reserved.
Sources: Cancer.gov; Cancer.net; DanaFarber.org; NIH.gov

This information should not be construed as medical advice or advice on individual health matters, which should be obtained directly from a healthcare
professional. Copyright © 2018 by Remedy Health Media, LLC. All rights reserved.

HealthCentral.com/bladdercancerguide

*may incur additional costs

HealthCentral.com/bladdercancerguide
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Live Bold, Live Now
real patient stories
TM

Featured online and at point-of-care

Extend the reach and provide cross platform synergy for your sponsored Live Bold, Live NowTM digital program on
HealthCentral.com through a condition specific HealthCentral Guide distributed in high-value physician offices.

Live Bold, Live NowTM
reflects the spirit of living boldly
with a chronic condition. These
emotionally charged stories
follow a real patient expert from
diagnosis through moments
of despair and lost hope; then
empowerment as they take
control of their health.
Content from a print
HealthCentral Guide can be
featured in a digital Live Bold, Live
Now program within the content
collection including:
 ealthCentral Guide content
H
and Doctor Visit Prep Tools:
Doctor Discussion Guide
Interactive Tools: quizzes,
assessments, slideshows, etc.
Opportunity to include: Brand
Coupons/Native Content*
Digital content from the
HealthCentral Guide focuses
on further prepping patients
to have a more productive
dialogue with their physician
and provides steps to take
after their visit
*may incur additional costs

Live Bold, Live Now Digital
Sponsorship on HealthCentral.com

Live Bold, Live Now at Point-of-Care
in HealthCentral Print Guide

GUIDE

editorial expertise
Editorial Reviewed By Leading Experts From Top Institutions*
Baylor University Medical Center

Mayo Clinic

Clevland Clinic

Montefiore Medical Center,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine

Duke University School of Medicine
Erickson School of Aging,
University of Maryland
Fox Chase Cancer Center
Johns Hopkins Ciccarone Center for
the Prevention of Heart Disease
Johns Hopkins University School
of Medicine
Josline Diabetes Center

NYU Langone Health
UCLA Jules Stein Eye Institute
University of California, Berkeley,
School of Public Health
University of California
Diabetes Center
University of Chicago Medicine
University of Michigan
Comprehensive Depression Center

Editorial Team
Amy Keller Laird – SVP, Brand & Audience Development
Amy is responsible for working with various Remedy Health Media
teams to transform content, drive audience growth and build distinctive health brands. She is an award-winning editorial executive
with a proven record of driving digital, social and print growth.
Previously, Amy has held editorial leadership positions at Women’s
Health, Allure, Good Housekeeping and Redbook.

Rose Pike – Vice President, Editorial
For two decades, Rose Pike has played a leadership role in the
creation, management, and digital content strategy for highly
respected consumer health and medical websites, including
HealthCentral, TheBody, EverydayHealth, HealthTalk, OnHealth,
and ABCNews.com.
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Ad Size
Trim: Single Page: 7-7/8” x 10-1/2” Spread: 15-3/4” x 10-1/2”
Copy and layout should be designed so that ad can be
positioned on either a right or left-hand page.
Bleed: Single Page: 8-1/8” x 10-3/4” Spread: 16” x 10-3/4”
Allow 1/8” bleed on all sides.
Safety: Single Page: 7-3/8” x 10” Spread: 15-1/4” x 10”
Hold live matter 1/4” from pub trim size on each side.
Keep registration marks outside trim dimension.
Spread Creative: Submit as two (2) single pages.
Keep registration marks outside trim dimensions.
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Remedy Health Media FTP Server Instructions
Connect to the FTP server using any standard FTP Client such as
FileZilla, WinSCP, or CuteFTP as long as encrypted FTP (specifically,
Explicit FTP over TLS) is supported. We recommend using FileZilla.
Download FileZilla here: https://filezilla-project.org/download.
php?type=client
To connect, use the steps and settings below:
1 In the navigation bar go to File > Site Manager
2 I n the Site Manager window click on New Site button. Here you
can name the site whatever you choose.

• All high-resolution images and fonts must be embedded

3U
 nder the General tab, use these settings:
FTP Host: sftp.rmdy.hm
Protocol: FTP-File Transfer Protocol
Encryption: Use explicit FTP over TLS if available
Logon Type: Ask for password
Username: sftp-advertiser
Password: 8aoYk$wE

• Images must be CMYK or Grayscale and at least 200 dpi

4C
 lick connect and then upload your ad files

Binding Method: Saddle-stitched on 10-1/2” side.
File Specifications:
• PDF/X1a format is the preferred file format for file submission
• PDF/X1a file saved with only one ad per file
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• Total area density should not exceed 280% TAC

Note: username and password are case specific

• Standard trim and bleed marks, offset 1/8” outside trim
(No marks included in the “live” or bleed image area)

The first time you connect, you will see the security certificate as
“Unknown certificate”. To bypass seeing this certificate information
each time you access the FTP server, at the bottom of this window,
check the box “Always trust certificate in future sessions.”

• CMYK process only. No RGB or Spot (Pantone) colors
• Flatten all transparency
• Color proof is required
Publisher will charge for any cost incurred in preparing
material submitted by advertiser that does not meet
mechanical requirements.
Color Proof Guidelines:
• Digital, Press, or Off-press proofs which meet
SWOP C5 (Coated #5) specifications
• After posting ad files to FTP server, e-mail
rsullivan@remedyhealthmedia.com with filenames,
issue date and contact information.
Mail Proof to: B
 arb Lefeber
Times Printing, 100 Industrial Drive
Random Lake, WI 53075
920-994-4396

Contact Information:
Rose Sullivan, Production Manager
E-mail: rsullivan@remedyhealthmedia.com
Phone: 212.994.9336 Fax: 212.695.2936

Digital
Standard Digital Ad Sizes Accepted
Desktop: 300x250, 300x600, 728x90
Mobile: 300x50, 320x50, 300x250
Contact your Remedy Sales Representative for full digital
ad specifications

